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Abstract—Automated similarity detection in text is a core component for several applications. This work is an independent component of the formative assessment architecture being developed by the authors. The proposed model is constructed using a Shared Input based Long Short Term Memory (SI-LSTM) model. The model is composed of a preprocessing phase, an embedding layer creation phase and the SI-LSTM model. The SI-LSTM model is composed of two sections. The first section has been designated for building features. The input for the model is composed of two distinct inputs, whose level of similarity is to be identified. Feature matrices are created for the inputs using the embedding layer and the LSTM layer. The resultant features are integrated and passed through a deep learning model for duplicate identification. Experiments were performed using the Quora Question Pairs dataset. Comparisons with the existing state-of-the-art model indicate an improvement in accuracy of 1.7%, improvements in recall of 11.9% and improvements in F-Score of 5.7%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text based searches are increasing due to the availability of a huge amount of information available online. This has been accentuated by search engines such as Google that perform text matching to recommend web pages to users [1]. Further, websites based on Community Question Answering (CQA) also rely on text based searches. Several websites, like Quora or Stack Overflow, are solely based on providing solutions to users’ queries [2], [3]. Such sites require identifying text similarities to identify similar questions and also to eliminate duplication of questions. These require understanding the semantic relatedness of content, rather than analysis of the content alone. These are the mainstream uses of content duplicate detection. However, several other applications exist for duplicate detection, avoiding duplicates in questions and integrating questions that are similar in nature, identifying similar data from corpus, and identifying web pages that are similar in nature to the user’s query. With the recent advent of online-based teaching and assessment, another major application of duplicate identification has been identified in the education domain [4].

Early learning in education domain models was based on behavioral, cognitive and constructivist techniques. With the advent of the new connectivism model, learning and performance assessments have moved to the next higher level [5], [6]. These models require regular assessment of the performance of students. Tests play a vital role in the analysis of the performance of students. Summative and formative assessments are currently used for testing and assessment in the education domain. Summative assessments are formal and structured forms of assessments. They concentrate on standardizing performance for effective comparison [7]. Summative performance analysis has been the standard until quite lately, when it was identified that this type of assessment is not effective. Adaptive tests are the current norm, and are now in the main stream with the aid of automation techniques.

Formative assessment is an ongoing technique that is flexible and more informal than other diagnostic tools to be used in the education domain. Iterative feedback-based tests are required for formative assessments [8]. The feedbacks are to be obtained and processed during the course of the tests. Hence, the entire process is required to be automated. Question selection process should be automated to enable adaptive testing. The automated question generation model is required to provide similar questions with slightly higher or reduced complexity depending on the answer provided by the student [9]. This requires the application to analyze the questions and categorize them based on their similarity and complexity levels. Complexity levels are provided by the users, while similarity levels are required to be automatically identified. Similarity or duplicate level identification forms the core part of this process [10].

This work is a component of the formative assessment architecture that is being developed by the authors for automated adaptive testing. A part of this architecture requires analyzing the input questions to identify the similarity levels between them. Topic level associations are identified based on the semantic similarity levels of the questions. This work forms the similarity identification component, that enables question grouping. Similarity levels are also used to select questions based
on the answers provided by a student to the previous question presented to them.

II. RELATED WORK

Identifying the semantic relatedness of text has been an interesting and highly researched domain. Initial techniques utilized word corpus and used statistical measures with logical inferences to solve this problem. With the advancement in machine learning models, identifying semantic similarities to a better extent has become possible. A word embedding and cosine similarity based model for duplicate detection has been proposed by Babu et al. [11]. The model is based on questions from Stack Overflow. The model creates numerical vectors based on the cosine similarity values of the vectors obtained from the word embedding matrix. Statistical measures are applied in the numerical results to obtain the similarity levels. Other similar methods that use transformation based techniques for duplicate detection include works by Zhang et al. [12] and Bogdanova et al. [13].

An ANN based model that uses Manhattan Distance and LSTM to perform duplicate pair detection was proposed by Intiaz et al. [14]. This technique has been designed for duplicate detection in the Quora question pair data. The model analyzes three different embedding techniques and applies them to the MaLSTM model to derive predictions. A multi-perspective model that has been designed to identify sentence similarity using Natural Language Sentence Matching (NLSM) was proposed by Wang et al. [15]. This technique also incorporates feature engineering techniques to identify sentence features. Deep Learning and LSTM have been the go-to techniques to solve text based problems. Some effective deep learning models used for this task include Siamese Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models by Mueller et al. [16] and non-linear similarity identification models by Tsubaki et al. [17]. LSTM networks have been proven to exhibit exemplary performance in text processing problems. Techniques using LSTM as their major components in duplicate detection include the semantic similarity identification model by Sravanthi et al. [18], the supervised and semi-supervised LSTM models by Johnson et al. [19] and document modelling technique by Tang et al. [20].

Intent based analysis is the core component of duplicate detection. Identifying the text with the same intent signifies high levels of match between texts. A duplicate detection model that is based on intent analysis was proposed by Shankar et al. [21]. The model extracts various features such as; string based features, stylistic and structural features, semantic similarity measures, and fuzzy string matching measures. A Bayesian based approach to identify semantic similarity levels was proposed by Chergui et al. [22]. This work uses Case Based Reasoning (CBR) to identify similarities. Duplicate detection has been handled by either creating enhanced features from the text data, or by using Deep Learning models or LSTM. However, an aggregation of both the techniques is not handled by any of the existing models.

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION

For duplicate detection, the Question Pairs dataset from Quora [23] is used. The major intent behind the publication of this data is to avoid duplicated questions. The scope of the data is not only intended for content duplication, but also based on semantic equivalence. The training data has been designed with 400,000 distinct question pairs, each with a binary value indicating if the questions are distinct or duplicates. Descriptions of the data are provided in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Datatype</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Question pair ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QID 1</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>ID of question 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QID 2</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>ID of question 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 1</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Text representing question 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Text representing question 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is_duplicate</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>1 if the two questions are duplicates, 0 otherwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 1 and Question 2 are string representations and are textual in nature. These serve as the base data for analysis. QID 1 and QID 2 are the ID values. Is_duplicate is a binary value that represents the semantic similarity status of the two questions.

IV. DUPLICATE QUESTION PREDICTION USING SHARED INPUT LSTM (SI-LSTM)

The proposed architecture is composed of the input preprocessing and tokenization phases, embedding matrix creation phase and the proposed Shared Input LSTM (SI-LSTM) for duplicate prediction. The initial phases perform data preparation that aids in the conversion of textual data into numerical vectors. Feature generation and duplicate identification are performed in the SI-LSTM phase.

A. Data Preprocessing

Input data for duplicate prediction is textual in nature. Text needs to be analyzed both in terms of content and context to identify duplication. Duplicated content alone does not correspond to contextual similarity. For e.g. “Do you have a dog?” and “You do have a dog” contain same tokens, hence are considered to be the same in terms of content, however, contextually they convey different meanings. One is a question, while the other represents a fact. Effective preprocessing of text plays a vital role in differentiating such entities.

Text preprocessing deals with tokenization, stemming and normalization. Tokenization is the process of dividing the text into smaller components; words. Token generation is based on delimiters such as space and all the special characters. The delimiters can be designated based on the domain. The tokenized components are passed to the stemming algorithm. This work uses the Porter Stemmer algorithm for this purpose. Stemming is
the process of removing the affixes (prefix and suffix) from tokens to obtain the root word. The next process is token normalization. Token standardisation is achieved using text normalisation. This process eliminates the inflections contained in the text. Completion of these stages completes the text preprocessing phase. The resultant list of tokens is passed to the next phase for duplicate detection.

B. Embedding Layer Creation

Tokens generated from the preprocessing phase are textual in nature. Machine learning requires numerical data. This phase converts textual tokens into numerical vectors. This is done by creating the embedding matrix. Although text datasets differ based on their domain, the basic components, i.e. the tokens, are mostly similar in nature. Hence, standard word representations can be used for word vector creation. This work uses GloVe (Global Vectors) for word representation. GloVe is an unsupervised learning algorithm that contains vector representations for words based on co-occurrence statistics. This work uses the GloVe 200d dataset which contains 400,000 word vectors. The embedding matrix can be created prior to the actual embedding process. This acts as the training phase for the embedding layer. The embedding matrix that was built in the embedding layer is used to construct word vectors for the input data.

C. Shared Input LSTM (SI-LSTM) Model for Duplicate Prediction

Duplicate detection is the process of identifying whether two given texts are semantically equivalent. Hence, unlike general machine learning models with a single input, this work contains two different inputs that are to be processed independently. The resultant vectors from the model are concatenated and analyzed to verify their similarity levels. Data flow and the network architecture of the proposed SI-LSTM Model are shown in Fig. 1.

Input for the duplicate detection architecture is composed of two text entities. The entities are preprocessed and the word vectors are passed as input to the model. Each of the inputs is passed to the embedding layer to determine the embedding matrix for the input data. This results in the creation of numerical vectors for the word vectors created by the preprocessing component. Each input word vector is converted to a distinct numerical vector representing the textual component.

The next phase is the feature extraction phase using the LSTM module. LSTM, also known as Long-Short Term Memory is the type of network that facilitates data persistence. Deep learning ANN models operate of data to generate features. Features generated in a layer are passed to the next layer. Prior values are not retained by any of the layers. The domain of text processing requires persistence of prior data to enable semantic correlation between components. This is provided by the LSTM model.

LSTM nodes are composed of three major components; the input gate, output gate and the forget gate. The node maintains dependencies between tokens with the help of these three components. Activation vectors for the input, output and forget gates are provided below.

\[ gate_t = \sigma_{gate}(W_{gate}x_t + U_{gate}h_{t-1} + b_{gate}) \]

All three gates operate based on the same equation. Any gate at time t is determined by its activation function, which is the sigmoid function, weight matrices of the gate W and U, bias vector b, input vector x, and the number of hidden units h.

The LSTM node is followed by a sequence of dense layers with progressively reducing the number of nodes in each layer. This concentrates the features effectively to enable better prediction in the further layers. The dense layers are followed by a dropout layer, with a dropout level of 20%. This marks the end of the feature extraction phase. Features are extracted independently for each of the inputs. Until this phase, the model operates as two independent branches. Each branch contains features extracted from a single text component.
equivalent or not. Feature aggregation is performed by concatenating both the feature vectors. The concatenated vectors are batch normalized and passed through a series of dense layers to obtain the final prediction. Batch normalization is used in deep networks to perform input standardization for layers. Batch normalization stabilizes the learning process and ensures effective handling of the internal covariate shift. It also aids in accelerated training and reduced epochs during the training process. The final dense layer uses sigmoid activation and has an output of one neuron that outputs a binary value indicating if the texts are duplicates or not.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Duplicate pair detection is performed using the Quora Question pair dataset. The proposed model has been implemented using Python and the SI-LSTM model is built using the Keras library. Hardware configurations include Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB GPU, 13GB RAM and Intel Xeon CPU. The hyper-parameters used for the network are provided in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>Binary Cross Entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Size</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation Data</td>
<td>Provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing Metrics</td>
<td>Loss, Accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A detailed description of the layers, input dimensions, number of parameters obtained in each layer and the layers to which they are connected are presented in Fig. 2. It could be observed that the proposed architecture uses ~4 million non-trainable and 397K trainable parameters. Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-Score are used as metrics to measure the performance of the SI-LSTM model.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{FP + TP + FN + TN}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{FP + TP}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

\[
F - \text{Score} = \frac{2 * \text{Precision} * \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

where \(TP, FP, TN\) and \(FN\) are the True Positive, False Positive, True Negative and False Negative respectively.

ROC and PR plots for the SI-LSTM model are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. ROC, also called Receiver Operating Characteristics. It is plotted with True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) on its axes (Fig. 3).

The plot shows the level of true positives to false positives. High TPR levels and low FPR levels indicate high performance in models. The ROC plot begins from the point (0,0) and ends at (1,1). The intermediary points exhibit the performance exhibited by the models. Points towards the top left of the chart are indicative of high performance. It could be observed that the SI-LSTM model exhibits low FPR levels and high TPR levels, indicated by the point on the top left of the chart.

The PR plot presented in Fig. 4 represents the precision and recall levels of the SI-LSTM model. High precision and recall levels are expected of a high performing model. The graph shows high precision levels at ~80%, and high recall levels of >80%. This indicate that the model can effectively identify semantic similarity levels from text for effective duplicate detection.
A comparison of performance of the proposed SI-LSTM model has been done with the MaLSTM model proposed by Imtiaz et al. [14] and is shown in Table III. The Comparison in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F-Score indicates that the SI-LSTM model exhibits better performance in most of the metrics, except for Precision. Precision exhibits a 0.4% reduction when compared to the MaLSTM model. Accuracy exhibits an improvement of 1.7%, recall exhibits an improvement of 11.9% and F-Score exhibits an improvement of 5.7%. The exhibited performance indicates that the duplicate detection levels of SI-LSTM are much more effective compared to the existing models.

### TABLE III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF SI-LSTM AND MALSTM [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>SI-LSTM (Proposed)</th>
<th>MaLSTM [14]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>86.2 %</td>
<td>84.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>79.5 %</td>
<td>79.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>84.8 %</td>
<td>72.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Score</td>
<td>82 %</td>
<td>76.3 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of standard performance metrics is shown in Fig. 5. It could be observed that precision level of both the models are almost similar, while the SI-LSTM model exhibits better performance in accuracy, recall and F-Score.

### VI. CONCLUSION

Identifying semantic similarities in text has vast applications, especially in the current world where automation is at its peak. Education has been identified as one of the major domains that currently requires the aid of this process. With the advent of formative assessment based models in educational institutions, adaptive testing strategies are being researched widely. This work is a part of the automated formative assessment architecture that is being proposed by the authors. The deep learning based architecture has been designed to analyze two textual components to identify if they are semantically similar. The feature building phase of the proposed SI-LSTM model is constructed using the embedding layer and the LSTM layer. This process is performed individually for each of the inputs. The obtained features are integrated and passed to the deep learning model to identify the semantic similarity levels. The SI-LSTM model was analyzed using the Quora Question pair dataset. Results obtained were compared with the MaLSTM model and it was identified that the proposed model exhibits improvements in accuracy at 1.7%, improvements in recall of 11.9% and improvements in F-Score at 5.7%. Although the proposed SI-LSTM model exhibits better performance, the accuracy and precision levels still have scope for improvement. Future enhancements will be aimed towards improving the performance by using enhanced feature engineering techniques to improve the quality level of the training data.
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